Introduction

Lifespan has a time limitation in all active individuals; populations are aging worldwide. However, a life development that advances from young to old, and finally death, is affected by complicated information, the processes are indeed constantly fluctuating as recently discovered in life sciences. Thus, the wishes of projects in prolonging life or extending lifespan have been of great historical interest, and are now becoming possible through current breakthrough in bioscience and medicine. As a fact, our average lifespan has been rising dramatically since the last few decades, which has lead to both more and more demands and knowledge in aging coming to us. This means that people are living longer, and the number of older persons is increasing; we will face more challenges than at any other time in history from the approaching aged populations and curing aging diseases. Further improvements to longevity and quality of life among the elderly is theoretically possible based on orthologous comparisons with long-lived species; however, technical approaches are truly challenging since there are still millions of mysteries in our bodies that we don’t know yet.

The new Journal of Aging Science, a specific journal that targets aging studies, will not only bring to you updates of science and knowledge in aging research and clinical medical applications, but also bring to you not just wishes but hopes in your reading.

Current Aging Studies

Age and aging processes have been considered complex even with multiple factors. The conventional aging research mostly depends on examination of individual genes, proteins, and other intrinsic or extrinsic factors in isolation. However, the processes of aging involve the interaction of physical, biological, psychological, social and cultural aspects that are complex; application of knowledge about all aspects of aging in a wide range of settings are required. Thus aging studies are systemic and entail several fields of knowledge and technologies. In the post-genomic era, aging research is increasingly conducted at the systems-level: DNAs, genes, telomere lengths, stem cells, and environments [1,2]. Aging increases the rate of human diseases [3-6], such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, stroke, cardiovascular disease, diabetic disease, tumors, sarcopenia, epilepsy and depression, which has led to more and more apprehension among the elderly. Anti-aging may decrease the rate of these diseases.

Aging also is affected by personal habits, diet and living environments beside medical issues. The effects of physical exercise, drugs, vitamins, hormones and antioxidants may have an impact on longevity [7,8]. There so many other reasons for physiological decline with rising age. A philosophical debate on whether indefinite life extension is desirable due to such issues as overpopulation or various cultural and religious impacts need to be addressed [9,10].

Future Challenges in Aging Medicine

Aging appears to be a complex biological process whereby the functional capacity of the body diminishes with time, ultimately leading to death of the individual. Understanding what is currently known about aging is vital for responding intelligently to an aging workforce [11]. Planning, marketing and delivery of services to people who are aging, and educating individuals upon whom aging will have an impact are also important. Hopes arise from other life forms, such as turtles and some fishes that can survive hundreds of years, and some amphibians, which can re-growth their missing tissues or organs without aging limitation. Studies of these animal models could give some clues to age prevention; however, the main advance in aging studies may come from current laboratory experiments to know how some human key genes mutate or become activated during aging [12-14]. Clues from these studies may move to the next step of prevention of human cell aging in a petri dish, then move to tissues and organs, and finally to each individual. More confidence in solving some of the issues arising from aging comes from the constant influx of new technologies. Some techniques make approaches of aging study easier, faster and more distinct; some new drugs may make a revolution in age prevention. Thus prevention or replacement of aged organs, and extension of lifespan, and rapid treatment of age related human diseases are possible in the near future.
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